PAINT GLOSSARY

- **BUOYANT BLUE #6483** by Sherwin-Williams
- **DRAGONFLY AF-510** by Benjamin Moore
- **GRAY HORSE #2140-50** by Benjamin Moore
- **PUNCH MSLO14** by Martha Stewart Living Paint
- **BLUE FIR MSL124** by Martha Stewart Living Paint
- **COOKING APPLE GREEN #32** by Farrow & Ball
- **TITANIUM #2141-60** by Benjamin Moore
- **HEATH MSL212** by Martha Stewart Living Paint
- **BABOUCHE #223** by Farrow & Ball
- **LANCASTER BLUE UL34** by Ralph Lauren Paint
- **STONINGTON GRAY HC-170** by Benjamin Moore
- **MAKAHA #19-32** by Pratt & Lambert
- **NATURAL TWINE MSL217** by Martha Stewart Living Paint